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QUESTION 1
What are the three mandatory steps for creating a new Tenant in vRealize Automation? (Choose three.)
A. Configure custom branding
B. Configure local user(s)
C. Specify Tenant information
D. Appoint Tenant administrator(s)
E. Configure Tenant specific email servers
Correct Answer: BCD
References: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Automation/7.3/com.vmware.vra.prepare.use.doc/GUIDFA04516C-4E96-435A-A1C1-34662D4699CD.html

QUESTION 2
A fabric administrator has assigned three resource reservations to the same business group where two reservations
belong to the same reservation policy. How does this configuration impact the environment?
A. Business group managers can only add items to the catalog that are assigned to the reservation policy.
B. Users will be able to choose the reservation policy when requesting to provision a machine.
C. Fabric administrators can use the reservation policy to restrict the resources used by the business group.
D. Blueprint authors can use the reservation policy to restrict the provisioning of machines to a subset of resources.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 3
A compute resource in a fabric group has 100 GB of memory. The following memory reservations were created from the
compute resource:
Business Group A: 60 GB Business Group B: 60 GB What would be the expected result of this configuration?
A. Both business groups will compete for memory resources.
B. Both business groups will be guaranteed 50 GB of memory
C. Business group A will be guaranteed 60 GB of memory
D. The configuration will result in an error.
Correct Answer: A

Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealize-Automation/7.4/com.vmware.vra.prepare.use.doc/GUIDC6346E41-1641-441A-8E7B-153B758796DA.html

QUESTION 4
Which two IIS authentication settings must be enabled on the vRealize Automation IaaS web server? (Choose two.)
A. Negotiate Provider
B. Windows Authentication Kernel Mode
C. Windows Authentication Extended Protection
D. Anonymous Authentication
Correct Answer: AB
Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vra-62/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vra.install.doc%2FGUID-1B4BFD74-EF4
0-4C4B-8FD7-44B931218B4C.html

QUESTION 5
What is required to allow an XaaS blueprint to provision objects that can be managed from the Items tab?
A. A resource action has been created.
B. A machine blueprint has been created.
C. A software component has been created.
D. A custom resource has been created.
Correct Answer: D
Reference: https://docs.vmware.com/en/vRealizeAutomation/7.4/com.vmware.vra.prepare.use.doc/GUID-08B3C736-6EAF-4070-8276-564A82AAE522.html

QUESTION 6
A vRealize Automation Tenant Administrator has identified a tenant virtual machine with low CPU and memory
utilization. The owner has been given 5 days to respond to the reclamation request. The new virtual machine lease is
set to 1 day and the blueprint used to build the virtual machine has an archive period of 7 days.
How many days will elapse before the virtual machine is destroyed and the user fails to respond?
A. 5
B. 12
C. 13

D. 6
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7
Which are two accepted uses for vRealize Orchestrator workflows? (Choose two.)
A. Add a vRealize Automation Azure Endpoint.
B. Automate vRealize Automation using REST
C. Day 2 Operations in vRealize Automation
D. Automate vRealize Automation using RabbitMQ
Correct Answer: AB

QUESTION 8
Why would a deployment fail at CustomizeVM when deploying a catalog item containing a virtual machine?
A. The customization specification name is incorrect in the blueprint.
B. A software component action failed.
C. The vSphere fabric attempted to perform Guest OS Customization.
D. The memory specified for the virtual machine does NOT fall within the allowed limits.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 9
What is a custom resource?
A. Custom resources are new provisioned items that attach to a service.
B. Custom resources configure post-provisioning operations that users can perform on provisioned items.
C. Custom resources are a type of provisioned item mapped to an existing vRealize Orchestrator object type.
D. Custom resources configure the properties of blueprints using VMware vSphere endpoints.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 10
A vRealize Automation Tenant Administrator has identified a virtual machine with low resource utilization. The owner

has been given 5 days to respond to the reclamation request. The blueprint used to build the virtual machine has an
archive period of 10 days and there are 21 days left in the original machine lease.
If the owner responds today confirming the virtual machine is no longer needed, how many days will elapse before the
virtual machine is destroyed?
A. 10 days
B. 31 days
C. 21 days
D. Today
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 11
Which two components are delivered by a load-balanced vRealize Automation virtual appliance? (Choose two.)
A. Proxy Agent
B. DEM Worker
C. Identity Manager
D. vRealize Orchestrator
Correct Answer: CD
Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vra-70/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vrealize-automation-70-load-balancing.pdf

QUESTION 12
An external vRealize Orchestrator is being configured to automate items in vRealize Automation. The plug-in is
installed, but an administrator is still unable to automate items in vRA. Which two items below will enable vRO to
automate items in vRA, including aspects of laaS? (Choose two.)
A. Add an IaaS host to vRO using the workflow.
B. Edit the plug-in interface to add the vRA host information.
C. Add a vRO endpoint in vRA.
D. Add a vRA host to vRO using the workflow.
Correct Answer: AD
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